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Bridgewater State College 
Dr. Rose Breslin 
appoin~ed 
• 
September 12, 1974 
Dean of Students 
Dr. Rose L. Breslin has, been 
appointed Dean of Students. The 
appointment was a~'mfl'ounced in 
a letter by Dr. Adrian Rondileal! 
dated July 15, 1974. The letter 
read in part: 
received her Ph.D. sp(' ializing in. 
Interpersonal Communications." 
Dr. Rondilea .. u went on to thank 
the members of the committee for 
"having engaged in this im~ 
portant and time-consuming 
task. " The letter went on to list 
the members of DSSSAC. Thev. 
were Professor Robert Barnett, 
Deborah Bohan, Paul Cassidy, 
Dr. Catherine L. Comeay, Dr. 
Daniel R. Diethelm, Dr. V. J'1IY'es 
DiNardo. Joan Hannon, John W 
HeHer, J. Timothy Nicoletti, 
Carolyn Smith, Dr. Benjamin A. 
Spence,. BarbaraH. Ward. Dean 
Wallace? L. Anderson was Non-· 
voting Moderator. 
Dr. Breslin arrived on campus-
in late August and has been 
meeting with Student Services 
personnel. Her appointment as 
Dean of Students was effectiv(. at 
the beginning of the academic 
year. She succeeds Dr. Ellen M. 
SI}('a. 
"1 am pleased to announce that 
after consideration of the 
judgements of all of the members 
of the Dean of Students Search 
and Selection Advisory Com-
mittee as well as personal in-
terviews I had with each of the 
external candidates, Dr. Rose L. 
Breslin was recommended to and 
approved by the Board of 
Trustees for the position of Dean 
of Sitr'flt'lltCl ! lat' ourf College 
beginning with the coming 
academic year. 
Rathskellar Revisited 
Dr. Breslin has had extensive 
teaching and administrative 
experience inclurHng major 
1'('sponsibiJities in the area of 
Student Servic€'s at Manchester 
College, Indiana. and Ohio 
University. from which she 
By Irere B. Kopel 
The Rathshellar is once again 
open for business. Whafs a 
Rathsheller you ask? Well for all 
you BSC neophytes, let me ex-
plain that it's a sanctuary for 
sapped students. It's where the 
book weary escape to when they 
want a marvelous mixture of 
wnvocation 
The annual Fall Convocation 
will be held on Tuesday, Sept. 17th 
at 11:00 a.m. in the S.U. 
uditorium. The gUE'st speaker is 
Dr. Francis J. Hennessey, 
Bridgewater State CollegE', Class 
ofl950. He is now President of the 
Agricultural and TE'chnica1 
College of the State University of 
New York. 
There will be a rehearsal for 
seniors and SGA officers at 1 :00 
on Monday. Sept. 16 in the SU 
Auditorium. Those seniors who 
are off campus student teaching 
are NOT required to attend the 
rehearsa1 but are requested to 
attend Convocation on Tuesday. 
Only those students who have 
caps and gowns will be al10wed to 
march, but everyone is urged to 
be present. Line~up is cat 10:30 in 
the StT Ballroom for seniors and 
SGA officers marching on 
Tuesday. 
The Class of 1975 invites all 
un ('I'class studl.'nts to atte-nd 
('onVO('ation on Tu.-sday during 
thf'ir frel.' honr. HopI' to sp(, YOII 
music and merriment. It'sa place 
to eat. drink anq'dance. Located 
in th(> bowf'ls. so to spt'ak. of the 
Stud€'nt Vnion Building it is open· 
six days a week. Mon~Thur. from 
.. : :10 - 11 : 30 and. for the first time 
it· is now pe-rmited to stay open 
until the advanced hour of 12::JO 
on Friday and Saturday nights~ 
Inside the Parched can quench 
their thirsts with beer and wine 
.. while the fam ished can choose 
from a complete menu .For those 
who have noticed, yes, the prices 
of beer and wine have gone up this 
year . This rise was due to 
economic necessity. 
S.U. Director Mr. Meaney. 
explained that beer costs more. 
According to an article in the 
Enterprise, this increase is at-
tributed to the rising costs of 
grain, packlging and labor. 
Likewise, wine prices have also 
been adjustedbecause . according 
to the Director, the RathsheUar 
was "almost loosing money" on 
wine. Nevertheless, Meaney 
stresed thafthe prices are still 
less than you would pay outside 
cont. page 6. 
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TOGETHEIl 
The tining of this issue coincides more or less with some kind nf in-
ternal machinery that is slowly meshing into "school" time. Ittakp:;: [l 
while! The rusty machinery of "routilne" needs time and th~ rir~t r.-w 
days are replete with confusion, disorientation and overall fuzlIt's. THE 
traces still endur.e and with this issue we test our wings! 
As with all Early light, there is an exploration period; ('urrent~ (lrp 
discovered BASIC FLIGHT PATTERNS ARE LEARNFD AND WJ1'H 
THEM COME APPLICATIOS OF THE NEWLY LEARNFD PF0f'F.F!F! 
So it is with us and just as our indiyidual machinery learns to aojl1:;:t 
and create so too, will events on campus. ' 
Our pur~ose is informative; to make you cogni:zant of the Il1Cl('hjnp~' 
progress through its activities. . 
We will examine its creations discoveries, acco1J1phshlllents ~J1 
disappointments. Wt' are its journal. It is a story. 
Yours', 
Ours. 
We will write it together! 
SM 
COMMENT. 
COMMUTER CAR POOL 
COORDINATOR 
Back by popuiar demand is the Comment Commuter Car Pool ('~nr­
dinator. The energy crisis is not as bad as it was this winter, th(> t!a~ hnt's 
are gone and so are the limits. Unfortunately, so are th(> ~Id pri<'(>!'. If 
nothing else the money crisis is enough toget people carpo.obnt!. . . 
It seems that people used the C.C.C.C, to get in touch WIth old 'frJf'nci~ 
and meet new ones. This is fine. We never thought we'd end up to hf' (l 
dating service but things sometimes end up strangely. C'arpoolinr j~ ;l 
good way to meet new friends, and a friend is go~ to have. on the ]~np 
rides to and from campus. With someone else dflvmg up WIth yClll, ~ P11 
can talk, read or do almost anything. (It beats singing alon~ with thp 
radio-~ and you get a fewer strange looks.) 
Seriously., there are los of reasons for carpooling all of which ~~n~l'vp 
probably heard on-the propaganda being pshed sine the ener~y ,(,flS]:;: f\f 
last year. Once again, we'JI compile a list and print.it weekly Q_s long 
as forms keep coming in, All you have to do is fill out the form, leave it in 
the envelope on the door of THE COMMENT office on the second f)nor pf 
the S.U., and we'll print your name along with lots of other ('omPllltprf:. 
Just check the list for people coming from or going to your area (faily. if 
'YOU match, get in touch and come to BRIDGEWATER TOGFTFFR, W}ln 
knows, it may be the start of a beautiful friendship. Even if it isn't ~'nll'IJ 
save gas and wear and tear on your car. Dorm students, check it nut tno. 
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Leave BSC. 
African Aid 
Six years ago a drought oc-
cured in Africa. The area af-
fected was south of the Sahara 
desert, known as the. Sahelian 
zone, including such countries as 
Mauritania, Chad, Upper Volta, 
Senegal, Ethiopia, Niger, and 
Mali. The rainfall remained 
. below average for the next few 
years burning crops and 
rerouting migratory herdsmen 
south, in search of water. 
The drought is now in its sixth" 
year and creating an un-
ders ta nd ably di sa sterous 
situation. The nomadix herdsmen 
have interfered with farming 
communities as over-grazing 
cattle destroy crops. . Con~ " 
tinuously inadequ~tE':rainfan" has 
ruined farmlands, the wind blasts 
away dried topsoiLand only sand 
remains. Th . Sahara desert is 
stretching its southern border at'a 
rate of thirty miles per year. 
In desperation people have 
eaten the seed for next years 
planting, sealing the hopelessness 
of their situation. Now they have 
left the farms and villages for the 
urban centers to beg for food and 
water. The U, S. an other 
countries, are sending supplies 
and setting up mass relief. efforts 
for the refugees streaming "in. 
However the disaster is not 
under control it is simply to large. 
Estimates on death rates due to 
malnutrition range from 100,000 
to :JQO,OOO. The drought continues 
and crop and cattle yeild is still 
falling. 
The beginning of the solution is 
money. Collections are being 
taken through out the U, S. wvf-
support aid programs. This 
the campus Ministry Board in 
conjunction with the student body 
will attempt to raise 1.000.00 If 
you would like to work with us, 
contact Dr. David Carey at the 
Buddy Club (third floor S. UJ 
America's greatest problem 
has been characterized as staying 
. awake on a full stomach. We 
have to use imaginative·powers to 
visualize starvation. So lise them. 
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The COMME~ is a student supported and operated week1v' 
newspaper servm.g t~e ac~demic community of Bridgewatt'r St~te .College. E~ltorl~1 polIcy is determined by the Fditor-in-Chl~f I.n fon~ultabon 'Ylt.h the Editorial staff. Republications of ~n 
rna e~la. prmted herel~ IS ~orbidden without the expressed \\Titte-n 
permls:d0g of the .E~Itor-m-Chief. Letters to the editor an' e[1-~~uragb t ut are hf!1lted 00.250 words or less. Allieters IPust Pt> 
Igned u names WIll ~ wjthheld U t L I 
subject to condensation Ad t'. pon requ~s. ett~rs ar~ a so 
request All eo . ver Ismg rates will be avaIlable upon 
MENT Ii'd rrespondence should be addressed to the ('(\]\4'-
or 3~1 gewater State College, Bridge~ater, Mass. Fxtension 
, .. ~~~~~~-~--~-.!-I:, ~ ~ .L ~ :: ~ -;:-.'J' ~::':';-.~ _R • ____ ~ ~."-:'_~_ .• _,.; •. "._~'";""'."'_''''.''''''~"'', .• ",.;, ... ., ... ' 
Dr. Rose ,Breslin: 
Indians, 
. wmmunication, 
and an Open Door 
By oM ichael Vieira 
Dr. Rose Breslin is tall, at-
tractive, and personable -- what 
you would expect fro~ a woman 
who received her Doctorate in 
Interpersonal Communication. 
Her' greeting is warm and 
friendly, her "small changes" in 
the office of Dean of Students 
support her personality, and her 
degree. 
The desk is pushed into the 
corner, obviously its use is a work 
surface, not a barrier. Once 
properly greeted: the smile, the 
handshake, the how are you; she 
leads you to a chair opposite the 
one she sits in, Between you is a 
table with live plants on it, behind 
,the~ a liJ}~t: Sh,t;. apologizes, the 
electricians have not come to wire 
it yet, whe must use the overhead 
light. She pbviously dislikes it. It's 
too glaIjJig. 
We s't. Waiting for the next 
move. The interview has begun, 
We play our roles, I, the jour-
nalist-she, the Dean. She smiles. 
First question. Background. She 
recites the resume: she attended 
mostly private academies in New 
England, emphasizing the fact 
that she worked in the Mid-West 
but was raised in New England, 
she attended Regis College, St. 
Louis University in Missouri and 
received her Doctorate in Ohio; 
she taught English, Drama and 
History at Cardinal Spellman; 
she' worked in the office of Dean of 
Students at Manchester College in 
Indiana. The resume over, we 
hoth relaxed. 
She talks of her mother. As a 
child, Dr. Breslin was entertained 
by a mother who wrote poetry and 
songs. This is what she remem-
bers, the songs and stories of her 
childhood. 
Another change in the office. 
On the wall, near a file cabinet is 
a poster in a frame. Aroad leads 
into the distance, to the left and 
rear a wrinkled American Indian 
glares. Beneath the road a quote. 
Your basic "You took away our 
land" quote. We speak of the 
plight of the Indian, a subject we 
can relax and talk about. Her 
interest in the Indian was not the 
militant, return the land to them 
attitude, but an interest in the 
Indian as a human, his culture, 
and, of course, method of com-
munication: She feels the problem 
with the Indian was organization. 
Each had their own tribal 
structure, their own religious 
ceremonies, and their own 
language; there was no common 
basis for support, hence no way to 
rally. They could combine forces 
for a common goal, but could not 
stay together. This leads her to 
conclude the necessity of a strong 
foundation, be it God, the Great 
Spirit, or whatever,theis foun-
dation is necessary to be strong .. 
An aside. She recalls the first 
day she came to Bridgewater. In 
talking to the "lady who helps me 
clean the office", she found the 
woman was part Cherokee. "I 
think that was a good omen." she 
said. 
We talk of her role and her 
attitude towards communication, 
the position of Dean of Students, 
and past problems with the SGA. 
She doesn't really know that 
much about the SGA incident but 
quotes some feelings. There is a 
"mutual responsibility" in 
communication. Both parties 
must make a move towards a 
September 12" 1974 Th~ Comm~nt 
"union", it takes two and 
"listening is' ~he other half of 
speaking." If there was a 
problem,. one side was not trying. 
As far a s her role as Dean of 
Students .she defined it a s being 
"a facilitator of communication." 
Asked whether she would change 
the established role she promised 
to "build upon the foundation," 
moving in the now but always 
building upon the past." Again 
whe stresses the need for a firm 
foundation a, s the basis of 
strength. "If we forget our past, 
we are nothing." More on tlie role 
of Dean, "We are here to serve, to 
be available -- not as substitute 
mothers and fathers, but as 
mature adults helping each other 
to grow." 
We talk of her open door policy. 
She said it is her job to be 
available, and rt ever her door is 
closed, unless it is for counseling 
or a meeting, to remind her to 
keep it open. When asked if she is 
Bridgewater's Gerry Ford, with 
heropen administration, she 
laughs. 
She is following Dean Shea, 
who came to Bridgewater early in 
life and stayed until retirement, 
and Dean Pope whl)se career 
lasted also until her retirement. 
When asked if she too wi11 stay -
until retirement she laughs and 
quotes. "The wisdom of in-
security." Upon being a woman in 
an office which has been occupied 
by women for almost a century> 
she remarks that qualification 
should be the b sis for hiring, not 
sex. 
The phone buzzes. Dr. Breslin 
has another meeting. We both 
realize the interview has ended. 
She smiles. 
A final 
anecdote about tribal gatherings. 
It seems that they had a rule 
which stated that anyone who did 
not say exactly what they felt was 
worthless. We agreed it was a 
good rule to have when sitting 
down at a conference table. 
She walked me to Ifr door, and I 
started to go. Before I was·down 
the hall she reminded me her door 
was always open and that 1 was 
welcome to come back and talk. 
She smiled. It was strange, but 
lea ving her office I felt that she 
really meant it and' wanted me to 
c(}me back. It felt good knowing 
that she was· sincere and con-
cerned -- and wanting and willing 
to communicate. 
Got a Problem? Solution: Counseling! 
by Robert DeYoung 
Each of these people were in-
Have you got a problem? Need terviewed for this article. 
to talk with someone'? Or just [j"irst, I talked to Dean David 
need a sympathetic ear'? Perhaps 'Deep, associate dean of students. 
you want counseling! If so, where The Dean can help you with 
to go? Who to see? Maybe this problems from housing and jobs, 
article can help. to personal problems. large and 
This is the first in a two part small. 
series concerned with counseling Dean Deep was asked about his 
on and partially off campus. Part attitude towards counseling. 
I, will deal with .counseling that is He feels that counseling is a 
available to each and every very important part of life at 
student attending Bridgewater Bridgewater. During the con-
State College, through the Ad- versation, when asked about 
ministration. Part II will d~al qualifications, he commented 
with the outlets available to us, that he would like to feel that he is 
the students; from thl' non-facility very qualified for the job, but, 
members. more importantly, he wot,lld like 
WHO TO SEE . to think that others feel he is 
If you want counseling there qualified for the job. The Dean, 
are three people whose d?ors are when asked when he was 
always open to you. They are, available for counseling replied 
Dean Deep, Associate Dean of that h'~come5 in at S each mor-
Students, Dean Breslin, the Dean ningand will stay as long ashe 'is 
of Students and Mr. Haughey, the needed. He strongly stressed that 
coordInator of.a~c~~~m,.~_~ .... ~~~~~!~~;.," l~:~'l~9t p,~ . .w!Ajqq .• 9P~,·Mjpt 
that h..- wanted to make perff'ctly 
e:lt'ar is that any thing said within 
the walls of his offic(' would not go 
any furtht'r. 
Secondly an interview with 
Dean Rose Breslin took place. 
Dean Breslin is Dean of Students, 
she too can help with any 
problems that you may have 
pertaining to school. housing, jobs 
or personna I problem!'; that you 
may have. She is just joining us 
here at BSe for her first year as 
Dean of Students. She (and Dean 
Deep also) want to make it known 
that there are no sex barriers. and 
that they are available to talk to 
by both male and lor female 
stUdents. Dean Breslin's attitude 
toward counseling is that it 
doesn't always have to be in a 
formal atmosphere and many 
times an, ~informal setting is 
betterbecause people tend to be at 
ease and are able to talk much 
more freely. 
One thing Dean Breslin feels 
strongly about is that each 
counseling person should have 
their own !?tyle of counseling and 
not feel inhibited and have to 
follow a set pattern. This is one 
reason she likes the informal 
atmosphere. it lets her be herself. 
One thing the Dean mlPllItioned to 
me which 1 KNOW IS TRUE OF 
ALL.THE Administration is that 
you don't have to come to them 
only when there is a problem. but 
just come in, sit down and just 
, plain talk. 
Again, as Dean Deep stressed, 
Dean Breslin said anything told to 
her wi! be in· the strictest of 
confidence . 
Thirdly, Mr. Haughey was 
interviewed. Mr. Haughey is 
Coordinator' of Academic Ad-
vising. When you hav~ a problem 
witJ't changing majors of anything 
on an academic level. he's the guy 
to see. As a counselor, Mr:. 
Haughey said that he is there to 
help students, but more im-
portantly, he is there to assist 
student in helping themselves. 
He is available to help students at 
any time during the day, just pop 
in, sit down, and start talking. 
One thing that all three agree· 
on is that the past two weeks have 
been very hectic and they have 
~njoyed every minute of it. 
The offices of Dean Breslin and 
Dean Deep are both located in the 
offices . of Student Services and 
Mr. Haughey is located down the 
hall in the office of Academic 
Advising on the first floor of 
Boyden Hall. 
NEXT WEEK IN Part II we 
win deal with what the campus 
has to offer ,on the non-faculty 
level. What to do about heavy 
problems,pregnancy? drugs,? 
drinking'? or some very upsetting 
and personal problems. I~ J , ~ • I 
1 
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SCIENCE 
ABSTRACTIONS 
edited by Toni Coyne 
Amnesty For Beagles? 
For a while, wemo longer have to say, 'Bye, Bye, Beagles,' wnf'n 
beagles enter under the Army's wing. Be of aroused interest ClMf'np: 
many people, pressure has been put upon the Army to suspeno f'X-
perimental research on beagles. The dogs are ?/ell- known as a labrMf'ry 
animal by it's docile personalities, well un~Jirstood anatomy, whkh in 
some ways is similar to man's anatomy, arJil they're cheap ($80 f'ClCt.H'. 
Four components to the beagle experiments at one area arf'~ 
"detection of toxcity in the resdues of demilitarized, outdated ('herni(';lJ 
munitions, such as mustard gas; detecting toxcity in normal 1111mitif'nf; 
that have been damaged by fire; testing for toxcity of newriot control 
agents; and testing of accines to be used to innoculate America '8 firhtinp, 
men against enemy nerve gas." The officesandagencies of the flf'pClrt-. 
ment of Defencse is doing an intensive research on past experiment~ hut 
even i they do evauate the experiments as being all right, will dOl! IOVf'rf; 
permit one of their favorite pecies to be used for such purposes? A march 
will be sponsored by the Society for Animal Rights on Sat:m:.d!.l-x ... 0rtgp.er .. <= 
in Washington D.C. protest against the suffering inflicted upon airna]f; ir 
laboratories: 
Birth Control For.Men 
Heat applied different ways over various lengths of time supresse~ thi> 
production of male sperm. Dr. Mostafa S. Fahin has tried 4 method~ pn 
rats: a hot water bath of 60 degress for 15 minutes; infrared hl:'at ()f thp 
testicles to 60 degress for 15 minutes; micowave heat for various tirne~ tn 
39 degrees centrigrade; and ultrasound exposure for five minutes. Tilt" 
time span during which the rats remained infertile was from :W to ;;0 
days. Soon, these varoius methods will be tried by hurnan vol\1l1t~~r~. 
One interesting note ishat cold showers can enhance spl'rm prodnt'iioll. 
Acid Rain 
Despite the increased use of air pollion controls, the rain now fallinr-
on the eastern United States and Europe has increased in acidity 1(l() tn 
1,00 times normal levels in just the last two decades. Pnder l1orrn~l 
circumstances, pure rainwater is only slightly acidic due to its reactionf; 
with carbon dioxide in the atmosphere. 
The reearchers said that much of the increased acidity could hI:' tr:H'f'o 
to a rising use of antipollution devices that make many smokestClck:::: 
appear to be no longer emitting smoke. The devices, whch remove ol1ly 
visible particles of solid matter, and not gases, still permit the eS(,Clrf' nf 
sulphuric acid and nitric acid in the air. 
Before the devices were used, the solid particles, which are capah]p f'f 
neutralizing acids, entered th atmosphere and Jargely balanced out ado!" 
derived from the gases. Now they can no longer do so. 
[-
The most widely used method for lowering the output of sphur dioxirlf'. 
which is the chief contributor to acid in rain, has been to swit('h t{) fuf'1. 
that contain less sulphur begin with. This method led to adecline of ;Jf'lnl1 
50 per cent in sulphur dioxie emissions in major cities .. 
However, according to a report byDr. John F. FEA, PIRFC'T0F () 
THE National Envomental Research Center, this improlTlent hafl hf'pn 
more than offset by rapidly growing industrialization of regions ::tway 
from major cities that are burning sulphur -bearing fuels. The JlPt 
change nationwide, Dr. Finklea found, has been a 45 per cent in<'rea~f' in 
sulphur dioxide emission. 
Dr. Likens said that while the ecological effects of acid rain are not 
well known, there are preliminary indications of a reduction in forf'~t 
growth, which has been noted independently in northern New FnrlCll1rl 
and in Sweden . 
.Labratory experiments in which acids equivalent to today's Bv('rarf' 
rain were sprayed on growing trees found that pine needles grew to nnl~1 
half normal length. Birch leaves developed dead spots and ~r('w in 
distorted shapes. Studies on tomatoes misted with the acid wah'r fotlnrl 
decrease pollen germination and lowere quality and produ('tion of 
tomatoes. 
How To Get. The Most Out Of Y o~ Texthooks 
(AAP)-- A textbook, properly 
used, can be invaluable to you in 
any course. It can make the 
course easier for you; it can add 
to the knowledge you gain in the 
classroom as well as prepare you 
for classroom work; it can and 
should serve as a permanent 
resource book for you after the 
courlse itself has been completed. 
Thl' following six steps have 
proved to successful in using 
textbooks, and they can easily be 
applied to any assignment. 
1. Survey the .entire book 
2. Read for the main iOeas 
3. Question yourself as you 
read 
4. Underlin eandmake margin 
notes 
5. Use study guides 
6. Review systematically 
headings and summaries, reading Read your assignment before 
s u g g est ion S , qui z z e s, . the class discussion. Not only will 
chronologies, discussion this technique make cramming 
questions, graphs, pictures and for examinations unnecessary, 
diagrams. In a short time you but it will also give you confidence 
will have a sense of the author's in your own ideas. If you wait 
overall techniques which will help until the professor and other 
you read the book more students discuss an assignment· 
progitably. before you read it, you will lose 
Before you read a chapter in the faith in yourself as an in-. 
text, survey the author's main dependent reader. Read the 
ideas. Read whatever headnotes material regularly and discuss if 
or summaries appear in the in class so that you a~e constantly 
chapter. They provide a due to testing your ideas. Your. ver-
all of the main concepts that the balization of ('ading material 
author is stressing, and they reinforce it in your mind. 
serve as a handy outline. Summarize whatever you have· 
Examinl' the hl'adings and sub- read, After finishing a page, 
headings of the chapter to gain a restate the main ideas in your 
sense of its main ideas. mind and then glance back to see 
organization, and direction. The if you are correct. Before closing 
arrangement of these headings your text, repeat the major points 
often will suggl'st which topics of the material you have just 
SURVEY THE ENTIRE BOOK are primary and which are completed. If you can, you will 
Before you readyour textbook, subordinate. . find that most of the supporting 
make a brief survey ·of the READ FOR THE MAIN . details will return to you -r-ather 
author's method and intention so. IDEAS easily. In addition, when you 
you und rstand how he has or- . The author is trying to convey resume your reading· the next 
dered his materials. a central concept in any given day, your brief review will serve 
Read the preface carefully to ·chapter of his book, and you as an encouragement to begin the 
acquire a sense of the athor's should concern youreJf with that next assignment. By noting the 
major purpose in writing the concept rather- than worry ex- major points of your reading, you 
book, his approach to the cessively about dl'tails. By will find that your preparation for 
materials, and the structure he is concentrating on the main idea, an examination is a relatively· 
following. you will find that facts and sup- simple matter. 
Scan the table of contents to porting evidence are much easier 
grasp theorganiztion and scope of to remember. PeriodicaJly ask 
the book. As you read particular yourself what the author is trying 
chapters, review the table of to say in a particulal' section of a 
contents to remind yourself of the chapt('r. 
larger context the author has in ('o-OI'dinate your class notes 
mind. with your reading. Good l('ctures 
Read the concludihg chapter or or class di,s· cussions should 
final paragraphs of the book. The fUl'th('r illuminate the P(,I"cl'ptions 
author will often stress and you have derivl'd from your 
summatize those major points rl'arl~ng. Keep , legible, and 
that he has demonstrated accllrat(' lecture noh's, Like your 
specifically in individual chap- textbook, If'ctm'(' notes will Sf'rve 
ters. as a basic part of you knowll'dge 
Glance at th(' book as a whole in later' years, and you will find 
and at the apparatus that sup- yom"self )'eturning to them for 
plements the text: chapter guidanc('. 
Join 
"How to Get The Most Out of . 
Your Textbooks," appearing here. 
in three installments is the first of 
a new series of AAP STUDENT 
SERVICE articles des!gned to 
help college students improve 
their use of study time and 
learning materials. A com-
plimentary complete copy will be 
sent to you if you write to AAP 
STU DENT SERVICE, 
Associa tion of American 
Publishers, Inc., One. 
Avenue, New York 10016. 
W1!;£ QtOl) MMiENW 
Open House 
Tuesday Sept. 17 9 -4 
Come visit and have a cup of coffee 
CONCERTS 
~-
i 1, ••• m, ...... . 
Fri. September 13 Trafficl Little 
Feat Boston Garden 
Nitty Gritty Dirt Band 
Friday September 13 Bodich 
Field/Framingham 
Out Door Concert* 
Friday September 13 
Bridgewater State College 
Student Union 
Pool Area 
Bachman Turner ()verdrive/Wet 
Willies 
September 19 7 and 10 p.m. 
Music Hall 
*HEIUHE MANN*** 
September 2f) If you miss this 
$2.50 bargaill. ~ .oh well! Br-
dgewater State College 
.Joe Cocker 
September 27 Orpheum 
Lou Reed 
October 4 Orpeum 
Rick Woheman and The National 
Philadelphia Orchestra and Choir 
October 5 7 and 10 p.m. 
Music Hall 
MOVIES 
Abby Cinema Pink Floyd 
Beacon Hill 2001 
Chales California Split 
Charles East White Dawn 
Charles West Chinatown 




Paris Tamrind Seed 
Pi Alley Girl from Petrovka 
Sack 57 'fhat':o; f~ntc'rtainm('nt 
Apprenticeship of Daddy 
Krarite 
Savoy Uptown saturday Night 
Dr. 'Zaivago 
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CLUBS 
Every man Coffeehouse. 
Old Methodist Church, Behind 
Boyden HaH at BCS opening night 
September 13 -time 8 p.m. 
Featuring Jim Palana-also Chris 
Lee and Dennis O'Neil 
Passims Coffees.hop ..L4.92.a.G'Z9l. 
Eric Anderson Sept. 12-15 at 8 and 
10:30 P.M. 
Jazz Workshop (267-1300) 
Keith Jarrett Quartet Sept 17-22 
Pauls Mall (267-1300) 
Freddie Hubbard Sept. 9-15 
Drama Club Season 
Archibald Macleigh, Mark 
Twain, Fra'1k R. Stckton, Jules 
Feiffer. and William Shakespeare 
will all be heading the bill in the 
Drama Club's upcoming season! 
The first production, scheduled 
to take place in October, is J.B. by 
Archibald MacLeigh. J .B. is a 
moving dramatic play concerning 
the life of the Bible character Job, 
and his ordeal with suffering. 
Chosen as the Drama Club's entry 
in the American College Theatre 
Festival, this play will be directe 
by Prof. Stephen Levine. Those 
who saw or were involved with A 
Funny ..IJ'hing Happened on the 
Way to the Forum in MAY 
WHICH WAS ALSO DIRECTED 
BY Prof. Levine, can look for-
ward to another excellent 
production. 
This year's musical 'fh(' Apple 
TrN~ will be difected hy Prof. 
Hobert Friedman. To be 
IlreSented in March, The Apple 
Tree is a musical comedy in three 
parts--- "The Diary of Adam and 
Eve" by Mark Twain, "The Lady 
or the Tiger'?" by Frank R. 
Stockton, and "Passionel1a" by 
Jules Feiffer---all musical1y 
arranged by Jerry Bock and 
Sheldon Harnick. The theme 
deals with different relationships 
between men and women in a 
sometimes funny sometimes sad 
manner. Prof. Friedman 
directed We Havt' Always Uved 
in tht' ('a5t1(', a production most 
effectively done in the round. Tht' 
Apple Tr...... is a light sensitive 
musical to be enjoyed by 
everyone! 
Finishing up the season in May 
will be William Shakespeare's 
TWl'lth Night. Twt>lth Night is a 
PlP sicat and romantic play in-
volving a uniqut> lov(' triangl£' not 
to mention sword fights. ~et>r 
brawls and other fipndish 
st'/wnH's! This play will bt> 
din'£'it>d by Dr. Hichal'd Wal·yt>. 
Dr. Waryt> was dh,(,(·tor of our 
childr('ll's phlY Wind in th(' 
Willows this past year. This play 
not only performed for bus loads 
of' children at Bridgewater State 
College, but also toured to other 
schools. With a total of 14 per-
formances, Willows proved to our 
biggest financial success. Be sure 
to get involved with Tw('lth Night. 
Now don't think we only have 
three productions this ye,(,lf. No 
sir! In addition to the three major 
productions mentioned there will 
be several productions on the bill. 
Studio productons are directed, 
acted and sometimes created by 
the students and are always 
fascinating to work on. They get 
better and more inventive each 
year so watch for them. 
Remember! Getting involvec 
doesn't always mean acting. WE 
can use you if you can sew, paint. 
hammer nails, set lights, usher or 
's'ell tickets! Join us in 74- 75!! 
'HALELUIA! ! ! ! AMEN! ! ! 
THEATRE 
The Little Prince - info- 423-6580 
Thurs.-Sat. at 8:08 P.M: 
The Beard; Sweet Eros Theatre 
Two (547-9110) 196 Broadwa~y 
Cambridge Thurs ... Sat. at R P.M., 
Sun. at 7 P.M. 
Jaques BreI Charles Playhouse 
(542-9441 ).' in the Cabar~~, Thurs.-
Thurs. at 7:30 P.M. Fri. at 7 P.M. 
and 10 P.M. Sat at 6 and 9, Sun. at 
7:30 
The Proposition (876-0088) 
Presents Improvised revues 
Thurs. at 8 Fri. 7 and 10:30, Sat 
6:30 and 10 Sun at 1:30. 
Moonchildren Charles Playhouse 
(423-2255) Tue-Thurs. at 8 P.M., 
Fri. 7 and 10::10. Sat 6:30 and 10 
~un. at 7::10 
Childrens Theatre Pinnochio 
Charles Playhouse (downstairs) 
Sat. Mornings at 11 and 2 P.M. 
Pilgrim Burlesk Theatre (426-
m:J4) Live on Stage, one week 
only, Busty Blaze Starr SfPt. 16-
23 Also Kitty O'Kelly-The Irish 
Lassie with the Classie Chassie. 
THE ARTS 
Museum of Fine Arts~Boston (267-
9300-ext. 445) 
Pablo Pcasso-Print Maker (Sept. 
14-Dec.8) 
) This exhibit chronicles 60 yrs. 
of Picasso's print making ac-
tivities, and stylistic changes in 
. his creative processes 
Picasso for Vollard (Sept. 14-
Dec.S) 
Consists of displayed works, 
100 etchings,' printed fer-pubHsher 
Abroise vollarind in the 1930'S. 
Some selections are, "The Blind . 
Minotour', "The Sculptor's 
Sttrlio" "Chef-d'oeuvre inconnu" 
and B~ffon's "Histoir"naturelle" . 
Things that go bump in the night 
(Sept. 21-DC!) 
Prints and drawings 
'represepting these and other 
spectres produced by fantasy and 
superstition are 9n view in the 
print corridors.- French artist 
James J.J. Tissot's mezzotint, 
"Dark Seance at ElingtonU is 
typical of the mysterious aura 
surrounding this exhibition. Ghost 
prints by the famous Japanese . 
printro.ater, ijpkusai, present an 
'oriental view of the unearthy. 
Collecting and Living With 
American Arts 
Lecture seri Tues. evenings 
Sept. 17 -Oct. 2~::: t 7 ' 
Sept 17-Collecting American 
Decorative Arts in'New England 
before 1914 
Jane ·C. Nylander, Old Sturbridge 
Village 
Sept. 24-Lessons learned in forty 
years of Collecting Early 
American Painting 
RobertC. VoseJr., Vose Galleries 
Oct. I-Reflections on Collecting· 
Small Antiques 
Reginald French, R and·R french, 
Antiques 
Oct. 8-Connoisseurship 
Carles F. Montgomery, Yale 
University 
Oct. 15-Restoring and Coserving 
Furniture 
Johnathan Fairbanks and Vincent 
Gerbone, Museum of Fine Arts 
Oct. 22 Discovl'l"ing Your' 
~111ection 
Martila Gandy Fales. Consultant 
in Americ;an DtORATIVE Arts. 
Ot. 29-Fabrics and Walpapers 
Hnery .B. Landman, Munseum 
Consultant 
Tickets may be purchased for 
the entire series of for individual 
lectures 
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targum crossword SU PROGRAM COMMITTEE LECTURE SERIES presents 
the compassionate cop 
September 19 SU Auditorium 
FREE 
TICKETS AT INFORMATION BOOTH 
'For Everyman' 
Coffeehouse 
ZOOM! Where Were ·You? 
ACROSS 
Lower back 
11 Highest point 
15 Fear of Heights 
16 Discomfort 
17 Circus performer 
(pl. ) 
18 Mass. ---- of Tech. 
19 Part of wedding 
ceremony (pl.) 
20 German ci ty 
22 - Scully 
23 Never: Ger. 
24 Type of soup 
26 Sweetsop 
28 Manis name 
30 John or Jane 
31 Medicinal 
substances 
33 One named after 
another 
35 Rests 
37 Italian co; n 
38 Hugh Hefner bunny 
42 Hard worker 
46 Poetic term 
47 Advertisements (slang) 
49 Alaskan city 
50 Florida resort 
city 
52 Play on words 
53 Fuel 
54 1965 baseball MVP 
57 Famous ship 
58 --Japanese War 
59 Fiendish 
61 Oklahoman city 
62 Expect 
63 Moslem potentates 
64 Abstainer 
DOWN 
Aids to digestion 
2 Sourness 
3 Crosby, e.g. 
4 Swoboda and Hunt 
5 Make a choice 
6 If ---- a hammer 
7 Arthur Miller 
family 
8 Spanish or 
Portuguese 
9 U. S. Military 
decoration 
10 Peggy -
11 Relating to bees 
12 G. 8, Shaw play 
13 Recognized 
incorrectly 
14 Common suffix 
21 Bullfighter 
25 Born 
27 Eastern group of 
colleges (abbr.) 
28 "Such ---- for the 
course" 
29 Leaves out 
32 Argentine plains 
34 Spahnls teammate 
36 Part of an 
intersection 
38 Go to -
39 Going away 
40 Region of Asia 
Minor 
41 Try to equal or 
surpass 
43 Sound 
44 Come forth 
45 Secondhand dealer 
48 l2~ cents 
51 Urges 
55 Malay law 
56 Brazilian heron 
57 Palm drink 
58 Body of water 
60 Ignited 
SU FILMS PRESENT 
TOUCH OF CLASS 





from page 1 
"Seems like I've always been 
looking for some other place to 
get it together. Where with a few 
of my friends I can give up the 
race and maybe find s mething 
better. But all my fine dreams, 
wee thought schemes to join the 
motherland, have all eventually 
come down to waiting· for 
e:reryman." Jackson Browne 
TheSel ! words echo the 
feelings of more then a few 
people, however some of them 
have decided to do somethng 
about it. Are you too, looking for 
something better? Come and join 
us at For Everyone, a communjty 
coffehouse that fosters notions of 
conversation and entertainment. 
For Ev('ryman wiIJ be opening· 
with a "monstorous music book" 
on Friday the 13th .. -Doors will 
open at 8 p.m., admissions are a 
pittance at $1.00. Refreshments 
will . be seved fea turing such· 
crowd pleasers as the ,20, bot-
tomless cup of coffee, and .10¢ 
donuts, muffins, and pasteries. 
Returning once more to the 
coffeehouse for the Grand 
Opening will be Jim Poland. 
Other featured performers 
will beChris Lee and Dennis 
O'Neil, well known to 
Bridgewater people and those in 
the surrounding area. 
For EV{,I'yman. located in Ye 
Old PARISH Hall (behind 
BoydolT. HaH) on Cedar St., 
'Bridgewater. 
A Coffe House for every. . . 
man ... women ... and child; you 
ourst"lv{'s in front of anoher 
magistrat{' in about six months~ 
Mt'anwhih1 tht' oppostion has tim{' 
in tht'ir favor. Loud nois{' and 
rowdin('ss will only st>rv{' to 
because. after all, the club is not 
expected to make money but 
meely to break even. If there is 
:my income from the Rathshellar 
it is all turned back into the 
I.)tudent Union Price of ad-
together and formed the Boyden 
Neighborhood Association to fight 
the Rathshellar. They legaI1:y. 
protested what they felt to be the 
expectant high noise level and the 
fact hat the Rathshellar is stn'ngtht"n th{'ir cas('. Th('y ar(' 
located in a residentially zoned alr('ady ('omlaining about tht" 
mission to this convivial corner is 
one valid college I.D. Gustes, by 
the way can be previously 
arranged for in the Director's 
Office. 
For those of you who are 
unaware of the Rathshellar's 
history, let me brief you on some 
of the problems the college has 
had to deal with in trying to open 
this facility-and keep it open. 
When certain people living· near 
the college first learned of' me 
plans for a Rathshellar they were 
incensed. They complained about 
the sale and consumption of 
Hlcoholic beverages so ch>se to 
their homes. These people banded 
area. The long and bitter battle· hubbub that's g{'nt"rat{'d wh('n .th{' 
temporarily ended with our day in Hathsltt"lIar It"ts out. Ther('fore it 
court when the judge upheld us. is important that all stud('nts k('('p 
He felt that the Boyden Neigh- th{'ir b('haviour Rubdu('d wlt£>n 
borhood Assoc. had not produced . ('oming and going from tit£> 
sufficiant evidence to support Hathsht'llar as wt"11 as k('('ping 
their protest about the noise,and tht'ms('lv(>s in ('ontrol wlt('n insidf.' 
that the zoning laws did not th(' .club. 
strictly apply because the college Meanwhile. there will be bands 
,after a long period of planing and periodicallyscheduled to appear 
waiting the Rathshellar was in tlw Rathsh",lIar for ('vt"ryon("s 
finnaly opened last March. ('nlt"rtainm{'nt. So whtlt('1' YOU ar(' 
What's ahead for this year? ~ d('p"('ss('d and nC"C"d h{,3'rtE'ning 
The answer is another ap- deliriously happy and 11('('d son1(' 
pearance in court. The Boyden plac(' to dane.. away your 
Neighborhood SAssoc .. has ap- hYPt"rartivityor just hungry and 
peale th(' .iudg('·s d('cisi(Jtland thk~ty try th(' Rathsh('lIar. U's a 
w('will 'again havt" to d('f('nd good plac(' to go. 
(Ed Note: Unfortunately, . this 
review was sUbmitted-too-late to 
be in the last issue of The Com-
ment last semester. So. in hopes 
of giving you all preview of what 
you can expect this year, we are 
reprinting the review. by Dr. 
Karin V. L: DuBin, Ph.D., from 
the June 20, 1974 issue of the 
Bridgewater Independent.) 
On Wednesday morning, 
March 15, the oral interptetation 
class of the college, taught by Dr. 
Karin V. L. DuBin, professor in 
the department of speech and 
theatre,presented a choral 
reading prpgram to .. -the three 
fourth grade classes of the 
Burnell School, and the fourth 
graders reciprocated with. 
programs of their ,own. Gary 
Genard ably assisted Dr. DuBin 
as her student director. 
The oral interpretation class 
program. given by 25 seniors and 
one graduate student, presented a . 
variety of poems and short 
stories! many of which the fourth 
grade had studied in their classes. 
Typica I of the selections were "A 
. Mad Tea Party'; by Lewis 
CarroIe; "The Fly", a perennial 
favorite, by Ogden NSH: "The' 
Owl and the Pussycat" by Ed-
ware Lear; "Worms and the 
Wind", by Carl Sal}dburg, "Mr 
Nobody". by Mr. Anonymous. 
"The Boa Constrictor" and "Te 
Tale of the Dragon", by Ogden 
Nash. 
"Custard" was ~he first 
request of the Burnell children 
after they had heard it read by 
Sandra LFlamme in the verse 
choir program given at the 
college on April 2. Although the 
children asked for some poems 
having to do with people, it is 
evident that fourth graders live in 
an animal world. 
I THERE HAD BEEN A 
PRIZE. BY COMMON CON--
SENT, IT WOULD HAVE GONE 
TO Dennis Travers,' but not 
without strong compe~tion from 
Barbara~Y- "Giard.' Robert 
Wisecaver, John Roper (who 
would not have been there to 
receive it. because he is the one 
who got eaten by the boa con-
strictor) Donna Milan " Leona 
Giovanini, Susan Lawler. Barbar 
Farah- and on and on. 
The students of the three fourth 
grades and thir teachers also 
deserve much credit. Under the 
direction of Mrs. Mary Doyle. 
Mrs. Mcgrath and Mrs. Krick. the 
readers even composed some of 
their own stories and poems. 
Mrs. Doyle inspired her 
children to write poems by the 
simple but highly creative 
technique of placing one objecton 
a bare table! The poem did not, 
even have to be about the object 
but was to be inspired by it. An ~_ 
example of the poems is "Sand 
Dollar", written by JNE Sherry. 
Sand Dollqr' 
I wonder what you spend 
beneath the sea 
You could spend clams, I guess 
but, oh gee, 
I know what you spend-why, 
the sand dollar! 
Icollected so many that if I 
took a trip beneath the sea, 
I'd be the richest person you 
ever did see. 
. Other. Poems read by membeJ:"S 
of Mrs. Doyle's c1assihClude: 
"Keep a Poem in Your Pocket"; 
by BATRICEBchenkes de Regby; • 
"The Principal. Parts ofa 
Python" and ,"Children, When 
They're Very Sweet", both 
written by John Ciardi; and the 
solos, '''Lost'' by Mr. or Ms. 
Anonymous, read by Kimberly· 
Edwards; and "Only My 
Opinion" by Monica Shannon, 
. I 
read by DaVId CARLSON. 
Members of Mrs. Krick's class 
selected their poems from the' 
literature that they had especially 
enjoyed during the sch 001 year. 
"Little Orphan Annie", by James 
Whitcomb Riley; and "Casey's 
Revenge" topped the list. "Casey 
was pantomimed by Gary Gur.,. 
ney, the pitcher, and Peggy 
the mighty Casey, who did 
strike out. Judging from 
searching eyes of the 
nobody yet has found out 
where tha t ball landed. 
poem was read in answer 
"Casey at the Bat" about 
more is in the next paragraph, 
The selections presented 
Mrs. McGrath's class, 
read first, must be report~ 
for a reason that any of 
stUdents and teachers present 
the program will understand. 
reason is Suzanne Dumoulin; 
narrated "Casey at ·the 
complete with bat and yellS 
groans from her stage pm"tmm 
in such a manner as to " 
down the bouse", and under 
McGrath's guidance, inspired 
fellow students to write and 
Zoom! 
J ... 
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l'.UITOR'S NOTF> (). . SGA • •. ,nee agam we are reservmg a page in each isstlf> for 
• J n~ws and correspondence. We hope this will provide an acioeo 
~lmenSlOn to the un?erstanding of the Government, as well as imrrovf> 
Bvenues of commUnIcation. If you have anything to say to the FXE'('utivp 
oard, or th~ S~nate e hope you wiH use this page to get it across: S(;A 
m~.~bers, thIS IS an eas~ way to address the student body on issuE's,(lr tn 
so ~Clt fee~back. We WIll have an envelope on the door of TAF ('OM-
MF,NT office for SGA correspondenc"e, Send us your questions !1rirf>~ 
and advice. The other side wants to hear from you. . ,~,. 
SGA-ANOTHER NEW YEAR 
by Sue Lawson 
Representatives from the 
various clubs and orga~izations 
on campus filled the gallery 
Tuesday night in response to a 
letter sent out by Wayne 
Goudreault, president of the 
Science and Geography Club. The 
letter concerns an alleged 
proposal to be brought before the 
Senate by President Joe Alizio. 
stUdent records, particularly 
student addresses and phone 
numbers. This confidentiality 
would rule out a student directory 
in back of the student handbook. 
After some discussion the motion 
was made, seconded and 
unanimously accepted to mail a 
questionaire to the students 
around registration time, asking 
if they objected to being put in the 
directory. 
concern over whl'thf."r or not 
Alizio and his proposal would be 
read bfore the Septf."mber 13th 
deadline date for all budgets: and 
if it was, would it have priority in 
thl' Senate over thl' clubs for 
allocation of funds? Alb .; o's 
answer to this was,'" see no 
relation between a dub and an 
organization and an SGA 
project.!' 
As of now the proposal has not 
even been presented to the Senate 
and is not an SGA project. 
STUDENT POlL 
The proposal, which was never 
presented, concerned the possible 
formation of a Career Placement 
CP'{TER WHICH. IF PASSED, 
COULD USE FUNDS 
ALLOCATED TO THE SGA 
budget and might cut allocations 
to the various clubs and 
organizations lower than they 
already would be. 
Alizio was supposed to present 
his proposal to the Senate, but did 
not, stating it wasn't ready and 
tba~ he wants to find out first if 
there is a feeling of need for the 
center by polling the student 
body. Says Joe,"I WANT TO' 
FIND OUT IF ITS A GOOD 
IDEA. If not I won't bring it up at 
all. " 
The meeting was called to 
order by 1st Vice President Ray 
Rapoz a and after reports from 
"the secretary and treasurer, 
committee assignments were 
made. Next on the agenda was 
the report on confidentiality of 
" The meeting then shifted to the 
Undergra dua te Curriculum 
Committee's recommendations 
concerning general education 
)'equirements. These findings are 
a result of two and a' half years of 
study by the U.C.C. and as they 
stand, will be passed on to 
President ROll'dii1~a~The changes 
would go into effect with the next 
freshman class and would not be 
retroactive. A unanimous vote to 
send the recomendations on to the 
President resulted. Ensuing this, 
appointments to the pOSitions of, 
Attorney General,1"ood Service 
Chairman and Elections Director 
were made. The positions are 
now held by Jean Fulle.r, Harry f 
Takis and Patricia Michalopoules 
rl'S IJecti vely. 
The meeting then went on to 
the subject of clubs' budgets for 
thisyear, and what followerl was 
an hour and a half discussion OVl'r 
something that has not even 
brought up yt"t! Tht"I'(" was 
A qu~stion was then a'sked by a 
member of the gallery that if the 
proposal was not made, would 
there be more money? To THIS 
Alizio retorted, "That is a 
hypothetical question, and I don't 
think it deserves an answer!" 
Another member of the gallery 
asked how a poll can be taken 
without any information on the 
proposal? There was "some 
discuss on and a te"ntative wor-
ding of thl' ]loll was r('ad off by 
2nd VicePtesidenC .Jim Wilde. 
Questions we .... • th('n askl'd ab ut 
how the poll would bl' taken and 
would till' use of a non-binding 
referendum be in order? 
Alizio then asked, why nobody 
in the Senate had come to him to 
discuss his proposal be fore the 
meeting. To this senior class S(' 
nator Kevin Austin replied, "This 
whole thing was yours Joe, we 
thought you were ,gJing tomake a 
presentation tonight!" 
Any student who wants to put in an application for a 
Faculty-Student standing Committee may pick up forms at 
the SG A office • 





Honors and Avanced Placement 
Library Committee 




Applications will also be accepted for State College 
Co .. ordinator · 
SGA The Executive Board ot 
the Student Government 
Association is in the process of 
taking a Poll. This poll is for the 
purpose 0 f C:etermining whether 
or not the 4050 day student s would 
be jn teres ted in having the SGA 
establish a Career Counseling 
and Curriculum Guida nce 
Center. The Poll reads as 
follows: 
WOULD . YOU BE 
WILLING TO SEE $1.25 OF 
YOUR $25.00 SGA FEE GO TE-
OWARDS FINANCING A 
CAREER COUNSELING AND 
CURRICULUM 
GUIDANCE CENTER EVEN IF 
SOME CLUB BUDGETS 
MUST BE TRIMMED~ THE 
CENTER WILL OFFER : PART-
TIME , FULL-TIME JOBS, 
PROFFESSIONAL JOB 
~()UNSFLTNG",iIN.-NON-TEAC 
H~R AND TEACHER 
PLACEMTENT , RESUMES. 
GRADUATE AND UN-
DERGRADUATE SCHCOLI , 
INFORMA TION. FEDERAL 
AND STATE EMPLOYMENT 
OPPORTUNITIES, COMPLETE 
LISTING ON JOB 
POSSIBILITIES FOR ALL 
MAJORS, AND MOST IM-
PORTANTLY, SERVE THE 
NEEDS SOF ALL 4050 DAY 
STUDENTS NIGHT 
STUDENTS, AND ALUMNI. 
The Exectutive Board feels 
that due to the current job mal"-
ke. t trends it would be a 
tremendous asset to be able to 
provide greater exposure fo r our 
students to both full and 'oart-
ELECfIONS 
time j() bs. . in both teacher and 
non-teacher fields. Also, to have 
readily available, ,information 
that would be helplful to' students 
in selecting the proper courses for 
their respective degrees. 
The Center would work in 
conjunction with th(> present 
facilities provided" by the As-
dministration. The Ad-
ministration has pledged their full 
support and has agE-reed tobelp 
finance the project. 
We have recieved com-
mitme'nt~: from 15 professional 
placement agencies. . 5 career 
counselors willing to come ,on 
campus to speak to stqdents about 
how' to write a professional 
resume, how t.oconduct oneself at 
interviewas. how to apply fOr a 
job and any other related topic. 
The PoU is being taken to see if 
students think this is a worthwhile 
rproject for the SGA to . engage, 
in. If the Poll turns ouf(avorable 
the results of it will be rpesen~ed 
to the . Sentate as well as the 
proposal for the Center itself. We 
kwill be ready to open the doors 
o fthe center, which will be 
located in the Student Union, by 
late October if it is accepted 
by the student nbody and then by 
thl' St'nate. The Excutive 
Board' wishes to thank all of you 
who have already talk en the 
time to participatt' in th(' pOll 
and all others Who will. 
. $incerely. 
Joseph A. Alizio President, 
SGA 
for Freshmen Senators 
will occur sometime in November. 
Four vacancies exist for Freshmen 
One Sophomore Senate seat and a 







i . , 
unitarian universalist 
minds. and contribute to the 
farming of a soeiety to which 
those individuals' just starting 
_-------------. investigations in these in: 
; School Street I Bridgewater terrelated fields could have 
Welcomes you to its ServiCes recourse. 
A Modern and Progressive The purpose and intents of 
Church Serving Bridgewater and forming such a sodty, or club 
ADJA' . Communities would be that of . sharing 
Church Services and . Sunday knowledge and do point en-
School-lO:30 A.M. Sundays teres ted individuals towards 
REV. HUGH W. WESTON, D. materials that could further their 
REL., MINISTER PHONES: 697- comprehension and .familiarity 
715.5 and 697~2525 . with these little known topics and 
The First Parisb Unitarian areas of presantiy unrecognized. 
Universalist Church strives for· or at lea.st by most· westerners, 
these Ideals and Principles, avenues of thoughts. 
among others: Theaching the Those interested in such a 
Essential Principles of the Great society· should send their in-
World Religons Freedom of Belief . terests, suggestions, and ad-
in Mutual Respect and Love The dresses (a resume as it were, and 
Quest for Spiritual Enlightment preferably on a 3X5 index card for 
and Inner Peace The Ethic of the sake of convience and order) 
Love in all Our Personal to Keith Crochiere c/o The 
Relations The Innpvative as Well COMMENT. 
as Traditional Ways of Worship Time and place for the first 
Internationd Peace, andSocital meeting, to establish organization 
.S;.o.;;.c;.;a .. il_.Ju,;.,s.t.ic.e ________ and a hierachy of operating 
t.heosophical society 
structure will b in the next, and 
following issues of the Comment. 
All tha t is needed to start is your 
_-------------. Responsive Interest. Keith 
It has come to my attention Cronchiere. 




SA Y SHALOM The fir~t 
meeting of the Menorah Club wIll 
take place in conference Room 4 
Tuesday September 17th at on . 
11:00 a.m. Conferenee Room 4 IS 
located on the second floor of the 
S.U. near the information booth. 
The Menorah Club is open to 
everyone in the coll~ge co~­
munity who is· interested 10 
Jewish history, religion and 
an attend one of the orientation 
sessions to be held every night for 
7-10 days efore the Day in dif-
- ferent places through the area: 
If anyone is interested In 
participating, please contact Mr. 
Bruce Marquis, Easter Seal 
Society, 14 Somet:Se~ St., Boston; 
MA. (227-9605). 
woman's glee club 
~. "!!!!B"EI""!W~H~E~R:":!!Er"'I~T~'S~A~T';";!!~--- culture. Among other things, last 
Student National Education year we hosted a Chanukah party,. Women's Glee Club is being. 
Association ( SNEA) welcomes a Passover sedar (in my reorganized under the direction?f 
ALL STUDENTS New and Old to livingroom yet) AND A TRIP TO bR. Maxine Asselin of the MUSIC 
H General meeting Tuesday, ~ept. AN Israeli restaurant in Boston. Department. Rehearsals will be 
17.1974 at 11:00 in the S.U. Con- we have lots of ideas, dreams held on Tuesdays and Thursdays 
ference Rooms 1 and 2. Irene and schemes for thisyear and we from 2:50 to 4:05 in Room U-G4 in 
Potts, president of Massachuset~ are looking for people to. help the Student Union. This course 
SNEA will be there to tell us wha'L enjoy them with US. Remember 'may be taken for one credit. 
SNEA is all about. See you there! you don't have to be Jewish. IT's The Women's Glee Club will be 
School Bus Law important to know something . performing with the Chorale. for 
Under a new law, passengers about other people's heritages the Christmas Concert, in ad-
alighting from a ,SCHOOL BUS because, after all, l¥>u will be dition other performances are 
will be instructed by the school studying with, working with and possible. 
bus operater to cross the street .teaching people from all All interested .women are in-
in front of the bus immediately backgrounds. We talk a lot, laugh vited to join. AsoIo voice is not 
upon alighting and the bus will a lot and eat a lot, so, come. Learn necessary. In fac t, if 'lOu ~n $ing 
remain stopped ~ntil the what a gefilte fish is, hoW to m?ke one note, you. can be taught the 
passengers have reached. the tzimmes and find out the answer rest easily. 
other side. to that age old question, 'How do Rehearsals started on Sep-
"We are concerned for the safety you pronounce Chanukah'?'. . tember 10, however, new people 
of these children," .Registrar Shalom will be welcomed until the end of 
David J. Lucy said today. "They __ ...... -~------- the add/drop period, September' 
must be protected at all times." special ed }·1 24, 
Drivers are required. to STOP 
when the bus lights ~~e flashing 
.. x _ 
and remain stopped' imtil the·With September 1,19748..8 the 
school bus resumes motion or effective date for Chapter 766, the. 
until the lights have stopped Bartley Daly SPecial Education 
flashing. Acyt, it seems only appropriate 
Lucey said that he realizes this that major steps be taken to 
may cause slight delays for change the attitudes of the 
drivers in busing communities." Massachusettes public towards 
I ask' motor vehicle commuters handicapped people. Therefore, 
wanted 
By Judy-963-9395 
From These Beginnings--Nash 
American Vistas--Dinneastiet :"'i~ 
and Jackson 
of individuals here who are in-
terested in and familiar with 
many different aspects of-
cosmological thought (Le. 
Taoism, astrology, Kirlean 
photography, geomancy, 
necromancy, freemasony, and 
tarot readings just to mention a 
few which I see as coming under 
the larger general grouping 
known as theosophy. 
---"'T-he--C-h-i-ld--D-e-v-ellll!lo-pm--e-nt~ who use school bus routes to allow the Division of Speacia I 
tlwmselves extra time to com~ ~~ cation,. Department of 
'Center is -a new program at 
A Short History of -The:: -'~:~ 
American Nation-Garrity 
It seems logical to follow that 
these fields aresimply divergent 
'offshoots of one basic and 
uri veral science. An 
aggregation of people thusly 
inclined could be of great benefit 
to the expansion of one anothers 
. llensate for the time it Vtill take Education has initiated plans for BSC where special education and 
fo)' school buses to wait for an event siIniliar ioOne-to-One physical education students can 
children to cross the street and Day in Boston, The Easter Seal 
. obtain practical experience in 
teaching handica'pped children in !'('arh the other side." he said. Society and the Massachusettes 
physical activities. The chi'ldren A 11 enforcement officers will Association for Retarded Citizens 
u strictly enforce the school bus has accepted a co- sponsorship .. 
are from private homes as well as Th f tot . Day was 
varl'ous l'nstl'tutl'ons located in this .:l:a~w.;.. _________ -- e Irs ne- o-one held in New York City's Central 
area. Students interested in PARK IN May, 1972. Residents of 
participating in this program h dd luh institutions ror thementally 
, may apply at the P.E. office in U Y c .' rearded from the New York area 
Kelly Gymnasium or with Dr, -~~--~~~-:o-:----w)' invited to spnd' a . day at 
Huher by Frl'day afternoon It is an admittedly blasename,' 
afestivaI with a person' from the September selected by bleed-heart, bleary-
. . community. The· festival was 
eyed do gooders (probably soc. 
. ) d 'b' th initiated by Geraldo Rivera of --== maJors, escrl mg e campus 
big -brother big-sister ABC-TV as an attempt to mAKE 
PEOPE AWA E THAT CLASSIFIED organization. 
ADVERTISING 
FORM 
Circle appropriate heading: 
FOR SALE LOST & FOUND 
- _._ ..... 
HEI.P WANTED HOUSING 
PERSONAL SERVICES 
WANTED HIDE/RIDERS WANTED 
OTHI~R 
Ad to, read as follows: 
Classificds are free for all n.s.c. Students. 
For non-students: 




PhOn,e. TOT,\f, I'~N('LOSE[) 
~"L.~._ 
The BUDDY CLUB has ALTHOUGH A PERSON IS 
LABELD "retaded" he or she is 
existed, incorporated and 
recognized by SGA since "71" and still a person first. The festival 
survived various fluctuations in was followed by a concert, the 
membership, The present group . proceedsof which were donated 
consists of 25 college students fOF improving conditions in the. 
paired with 25 local children in~titutions: One-ta-One Day is 
between the ages of & and 14. now an annual event,sponsored 
The students see their "lit.tle by An Extraordinary Event Inc., 
brothers or sister" at their own 
disgression. averaging once per 
week. They spend a few hours 
witt) them doing an)' time or 
nothing at all but sitting and 
talking. You almost have to be 
young to appreciate this benefit 
fully; to understand what it 
means to a youngster, with a 
depressing home life, to have an 
older friend impartial to his 
present situation. Someone that 
t('lIs him or her what to do when 
th('y ask. 
We are interested in enlarging our 
membership this month, to make 
group outings practical .. and give 
the children a chance to meet 
each other. If you have any desire 
to help, by becoming a buddy or 
being on the staff, contact us. 
Thank you for reading this. 
BUDDY CLUB Ext. 492 
Third floor S.U. 
a division of the ABC-TV network. 
Boston's event will be similar 
tose held in New Yorkin at people 
who do not usually have contact 
with people who are ndicap-
pedwill· be actively sought (from 
professional' and service 
associatios, churches,· schools, 
etc.) to participate and personally 
. experience thatpe pie who are 
handicapped are people first. 
However. the matching group will 
not be limited to people labeled 
"mentally reta ded" but will 
include people with any kind of 
handicap. 
Boston's One-to-One Day, "A 
Day Together" is scheduled fr 
Saturday, September 28, 1974 on 
the Boston Common from 0:00 to 
4:00. The aim (and limit) is 2,000 
people--l,OOO who are han-
dicapped and 1,000 who are non-
handicapped. h articipatiwiH 
have to regis~er by September 16 
class of 75 
Are you interested in 
photography, art or design? Do 
you have any original ide:;ls? Do 
yo~ like to write? 
If you have a little time ora lot 
of time the 1975 yearbook would 
be more than happy to have you 
on its staff. 
The 1975 yearbook is looking 
for people from all cIa'S ses. With 
all degrees of talent. 
Help us make this one of the 
best yearbooks Bridgewater has 
seen; Thank: you, The Staff 1975 
Yearbook. 
es &g 
The Earth Sciences . & 
Geography Club will hold it's first 
meeting on Tuesday, Sept. 17 at 
11 :00 a.m. in Rm. 30 in the Science 
Building. All interesed students 
in these two areas, majors and 
non-maors are invited 0 att('nd. 
Topics .which will b(> dis- cussed 
art' props('d field trips, l(>ctures, a 
curriulum-study committee, and 
tht> aims of the club. Coffee will 
bt' avaiJablf' . 
music encounter 
Reception in Seminar Room 
(S.U') Free Coffee and snacks 
10:30-11:30 Tuesday Sept. 17th. 
Please come and find out what' 
Music Encounter is an about. 
ride needed 
ft---rom Brockton, Magoun Ave. 
('lasses 9-4 Mon.-Fri. Will help 
J,ay (or gas. Call 586-7322 ask for 
Sn('or Mrs. NociveUi 
L 
Note of Interest -
From the Catholic Center 
The Center Community over 
the past three years has been 
developing new programs and a 
new thrust in campus ministry 
service. Consistent with the new 
thrust, the increased demand for 
service to the community and the 
development of its programs, the 
Catholic Center Staff has ex-
panded. Fr. Tony DeConciliis, 
CSC, now beginning his fourth 
year on the campus, welcomes 
the arrival of a second Campus 
Minister, Fr. Jack Hamrock. He 
is a priest from the Archdiocese of 




Celebra tions: , 
Monday, Wed., Fri--12 P.M. 
Tues. & Thurs.--4 P.M. 
Saturday--4 P.M. 
Sunday--10:45 A.M. 
Sacrament of Reconciliation 
(Penance) 
Monday and Friday in the 
Chapel--ll A.M. 
Programs: 
1) 1--Thou Groups (Current 
Theology) 
Boston who has been a parish 
priest for 12 years in Whitman 
and Natick. Fr. Jack has recently 
completed a Masters in Coun-
seling PS)tchology at Bosron 
College and a quarter of Clinical 
Pastoral Education at Foxboro 
State Hospital. This fine 
background and. his great en- ~ 
thusiasm for the ministry makes 
him a great adcJjUon to the 
campus. 
Another new dimension to the 
Center this year is the develop-
ment of a 27 member Board of 
CC Schedules 
Purpose: An opportunity to be 
serious about faith, its theological 
basis and prayer expression. It 
meets once a week. 
2)Faith and Value Groups 
Purpose: An opportunity to be 
part of a group which meets once 
a week for six weeks to discuss 
different aspects of life; values 
brought to clarification to enable 
a better lifestyle. 
3)S.A.J.A.C. (Social Affairs 
and Justice Awareness Com-
mittee) 
Purpose: To create a deeper 
awareness of social justice. The 
Committee helps to publish a 
Christian Fellowship Programs 
CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP 
f,ISTS PROGRAMS 
('hristian Fellowship, the campus 
OI'ganization for Protestant 
Christians, has planned several 
interesting p'rograms for the 
coming academic year: 
Lea r n i n g IT e a chi n g for 
Tomorrow-an informal gathering 
of students and faculty d scussing 
the techniques and guidelines for 
teachers and students; helping to 
develop rational and humane 
p('rsonal values in the learning 
('xperience. 
Wednesdays and Thursdays-12 
noon-Green Room, Student Union 
Oeath and College Student-a 
six-week study/discussion about 
I he religious, psychological and 
soda! aspects of death. The 
program will include a visit to a 
funeral home, a drama, and 
writing one's funeral service. 
Tuesdays at 10 a.m. - Campus 
Organizations Office, Student 
Union 
The Floating Parish- an ex-
perimental liturgical experience 
with students and faculty 
families using innovative worship 
experiences which speak to the 
('ontemporary life. To be an-
nounced - Protestant Center -
l{{'gister at Christian Fellowship 
offices, Student Union. 
Governors. Their task include 
the ·governance of the building, 
programs and development of the 
Cent'er. This new model of 
leadership developed out of the 
need and desire on the part of the 
community. The size of the 
building together with the in-
fluence and extent of the 
programs in the community 
caused· members of the faculty, , 
\ 
student body and area to form the 
Bo.ard. As the Board develops 
and expands, its news will be 
published. 
small news letter making others 
aware of a variety of issues. 
4) Liturgy GfI;mp 
An opportu nity to bring the 
Gospel alive, to affect others, to 
share and to pray. 
Information for these and other 
programs can be abtained at the 
Center. The Center is opened 
each day from 8 A.M. on. Feel 
free to use the Center to read, 
playa game of pool, reflect, talk 
or just to listen to the' stereo 
music. 
Thousands of Topics 
$2.75 per page 
'Send for your up-to-date, 
176-page, mail order catalog 
of 5500 topics. Enclose 
$1.00 to cover postage (1-2 
days delivery time). 
519 GLENROCK AVE. 
SUITE #203 
LOS ANGELES, CA. 90024 
Our materials a~e sold for 
research purposes only 
. EARN $1000 ORGANIZING SKI TRIPS THIS WINTER 
SKI VERMONT FREE ALL SEASON 
CALL 617 .. 443-9922 
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A Dorm 
Is' Not A Home 
Mankato, Minn. - More than 60 _ noticeable lack of goals has 
recommendations governing the contributed to decreased oc-
administratin of state college . cupancy in residence halls, and 
residence halls were presented· hampers efforts to solve the oc.:. 
recently to the State College cupancy problem. "What is 
Board meeting on the campus of needed is a marketing plan for the 
Mankato State College The residence halls," he explained. 
recommendations were presented The Sate College Board should 
by Jhn T. Lynch, chairperson of decide what they want the dor-
the higher education task force of mitories to do. "A corporate plan 
the Governor's Loaned will really payoff if you work with 
Executives Action Program it," Lynch added. This 
(LEAP>. The taSk force was statement of goals, he said should 
formed deploying state business spell out clearly their roles in 
executives throughout state housing students, and in helping 
goV€rnment in an effort to to educate and develop them. It 
recommend methods of im- should also provide the basis for 
proving its responsiveness and student self-government, par-
viability. Lynch said the ticularly in polfcy-setting and 
recommendations of the task decision- making reletive to their 
force were based on a survey of 'quality of life in the residence 
9,800 students. A total of 33 per halls~ Lynch said guidelines for 
cent responded. Based on survey coordina ting auxiliary services 
findings, the task force made and residence halls should be 
three general recommendations: established creating a more ef-. 
·r·'llili.i., .. ' ' .... ,." 
F".: 
•• 1' 
rX~:,-'1 IF.:;i'A ..... ;.;.·!\Il;···,.~· :::""=-="'~ .. -= 
Students sometimes have to be satisfied with less than adequate accomodation. 
Students should be recognized 
as consumers and treated ac-
cordingly by providing htell} with 
a more "home-like" atmosphere. 
In addition, campus residence 
halls should be more competitive 
with off-campus housing. 
Measures should be introduced. 
which will contribute to the self-
perpetuation of campus residence 
halls. As a last resort, off-campus 
sources of income should be 
sought for residence halls. 
Lynch said it was poor 
procedure for Mankato State 
So lIege housing officials to make 
t.p an ,approved off-campus. 
housing list when MSC had the 
largest student deficit of all ofthe 
state college residence halls. 
Lynch said his task force 
recommends, as a first critical 
step. the development of a written 
statement by the State College 
Board of goals and objectives for 
campus residence halls. He said a 
ficient operation. "It seems that 
residence halls ;should 
house,- feed and room students, 
but it seems that you are trying to 
do the exact opposite," Lynch 
said. The survey showed. 
students are dissatisfied with the 
food-service system in residence 
halls. particularly with the "full-
board only" meal plan now in 
,effect. The task force recom-
~('nded that val'ious meal plans .. 
be offered to students. allowing an 
option of from 10 to 20 meals per 
week. Lynch said furtht'r 
flexibility c~uld bf:' built into food . 
plaus. such as an option for 
breakfast, dimwr. or lUl1ch-dimwr 
combillatioll5. Th(' task Corc(' also 
)'('commended that tllf:' poss('ssion 
and cansnmptioll of alcoholic' 
beverages in residence halls, and 
the option of 2..J-hour visitation be 
subject to l'egulation basf'd on the 
J'esults of student vote. 
BE A PART OF THE CHANGE' 
<V""e) join t§\.EJ 
STUDENT NATIONAL.. 
EDUCATION ASSOCIATION 
Qctive student bod!/./earr;s 
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SPORTS 
MEET THE BEARS. 
by Kevin Hanron 
incoming freshmen on_ 
Bolstered by a fine group of Bridgewater's offensive team 
freshmen ·r.unning backs, a include offensive guard Tim Dunn 
veteran Bridgewater State from Whitman, tight end Peter 
footban team is looking forward Baskauskas from Brockton, and 
to one of its best seasons in years, right tackle Brian Kenney from 
starting Saturday . at the South Boston. Of course, the 
University of New Haven in West major burden on offense will be 
Haven, Connecticut. carried by the returning veterans. 
Last Saturday the Bears Sophomore Charlie Fernandes of 
competed in a controlled Peabody will be back at quar-
scrimmage vs. Coast Guard (-@ , terback after completing 33% of 
LAST YEAR), a team coached by his passes last season, while 
the great N.F.L. Hall-of-Famer fullback Tony Maistrel1is, also of 
Otto Graham. As might be ex- Peabody, will be counted on to do 
pected, the pass coverage was not m<Jst of the running. All-
exceptional against the pro-T Conference offensive tackle Rich 
passing attack used by the ex- Florence of Lowell will again 
quarterback, and Bridgewater anchor the offensive line, and 
also fared worse in the goal-line Bridgewater's own Jose Soares 
plays. But this was only a con- will again handle the kicking 
trolled scrimmage, and Coach chores. 
Mazzaferro feels that As was the case last year, the 
Bridgewater could have defeated Bears' strongpoint is their 
Coast Guard in a regular football defense. With elt"vt"n vt"terans, 
game: "I think it was a pretty the team hopes to improve ~lpon 
even game, and we may have had last season's 11.6 p.p.g. average. 
a slight edge." Among }'t"turning starters are 
Mazzaferro claims that the Tom Giusti at rov('}' back, Bob 
offense should be better than last I1ison and Fran Dwyer at the 
year's, but that the running game ('nds. and North Attleboro's Tom 
still needs improvement. Here Glynn at defensive halfback. 
two freshmen--Tony Belmonte of Freshm('n who should find a lot of 
Revere and Tony Hruzo of playing time on d('f('ns(' include 
Brockton--are expected to help linebacker RY Oberg from 
out. In addition, Steve Norton and halfback Bob Burrow 
Washkevich, who as a freshman from Andover. 
last year played linebacker, has Looking forward to the new 
been moyed to fullback. Other season, Coach Mazzaferro said, 
"I think we have a good chance at 
beating New Haven, and I 'think 
we have a good chance of beating 
anyone this year." However, he 
cautioned thaf<WE HAVE TO 
TAKE ONE GAME AT A TIME, 
AND DO 'THE BEST WE CAN IN 
EACH GAME." The New 
England Conference will be wide 
open this year, with Western 
Connecticut, Nichols, Plymouth 
State, Curry, Maine Maritime and 
Bridgewater State all tryin.g for 
the championship. 
" The Bears will be going to New 
Haven this Saturday with only one 
potentially serious injury. Tony 
Maistrellis, the veteran fullback, 
injured his ankle against Coast 
Guard and is a' doubtful starter. 
BEAR FACTS-Bridgewater has 
to rate as a favorite against New 
Haven, as this is UNH's second 
year of varsity footba]] and only 
its first in the New ENGLAND 
Conference. Last season New 
Haven's record was wins and R 
\OSSl's. . . . N('xt Saturday the 
BARS OPEN THEIR HOME 
SEASON AT BRAND-NEW~,()(Jo 
SEAT College Stadium, located 
just down the road on Route 104 
(Plymouth SUo Game time is 
l:@O P.M. VS. TOUGH Western 
Connecticut State, who last year 
was defeated by BSC 3-0, on the 








pply in writing-listing qualifications 
Miss Carol Wolfgram 
Kelly GYmnasium 
osition pays $400~Director 
$250-Ass't Director 
for 4 quarters of work Anyone who is 
student teaching will not get paid for. 
student teachin uarter.· 
SCRIMMAGE 
by Brian Moynihan 
The Bridgewater Football The offensive backfield was 
Bears took a trip down to the manned by hard runners such as: 
Coast Guard Academy at New Tony Maistrellis, Guy Le Van, 
London and displayed themselves Mark Kerble, Steve Washkevich, 
a a good solid group of players.and.anaxcellent Freshman,Tony 
As this was only a scrimmage, no Belmonte. The team was quarter-
sco~e as. such was kept, but the backed by veteren Charly Fer-
Bears were at a clear advantage. nandes and Paul Brennen. Set-
Th ffensive team moved the ween the both of them, the team eo. I d . . 
ball smartly, leading to several was e m ~ commandmg man-
scores, while the defensive squad nero Re.celv~rs: Bob KeIrn, 
thwarted many of the Academy's Bruce WrIght, Pete Baskauskas, 
drives. ' and Kenny, showed both speed 
and good receiving abilities. No 




unless the blocking line is good 
and the Bears offensive line 
proved to be morethan just good. 
At center, Bill Von Euw. guards, 
Chuck Tobey and John O'Connell, 
tackles, Jim McNulty and Rich 
Florence. As these players go so 
will the Bears offensive attack. 
The defensive corps led by 
veterens, Tom Giusti, Bill Nixon, 
Jerry Schimmel a~d a host of 
others kept the Academy's of-
fense at bay for much of the af-
ternoon. Defensive backs Glynn, 
Shea. and Bettencourt continually 
frustrated the Academy's 
receivers. 
The main ingredient of ,a' 
successful football team is 
coherence and the Bears seem to 
have the togetberness to win some. 
games. The Bears displayed·a ' 
spirit of a winning club and with 
the personnel at hand. it should be 







'Thin (lads Embark 
on New Sea.son' 
The Bridgewater 
CrosS-Counb'y team is on the 
'Ioose again. Enthusiasm is at a 
peak level on the team, so state 
the Co-Captains MikeMcCabe and 
SteveKarr. They based their high 
spirits on the fact that their 
record last year was 8-2. 
This season four of the five top 
men of last season will be back. 
The returning team will consist of 
Karr and McCabe along with Bob 
Quitadamo,Carl Boen . Bob 
White and Peter Gregory. 
Besides these returning veterans 
the ranks will be further 
strengthened by JackVercal1one, 
Jim Brodeur andAI Tompson 
PeterGregory, last years #1 
man, is returning this season. 
Peter is looking for another good 
measure of 1st place finishes. He 
is only a Sophmore so he has a few 













































This year Peter finds his II J job 
is being contended. Jack Ver-
caHone. a very capable runner, is 
threatening his job. Jack is in his 
first season with the Bears but 
comes with an impressive set of 
,~redentials. The true test will 
come on Septem ber 14th when the 
team travels to Giassborol, 
StateCollege in NewJersy for the 
Glassboro Invfi· tationaI. The 
team thinks that the results of the 
meet will be positive and fur-
thertheir enthusiasm for a 
winning season. We can only wait 
for the results and then judge for 
ourselves 
X-COUNTRY 
KANDID KAMERA KORNA 
W'ell girls. here they are! The men from upper havp P(lW 
moved to lower There,'s no need to introcl\c'e you to this (luintnpt('t 
because i r ,you d''''n o't know them by now ,,'you probably woutrln't '1"' . 
ant to agfter seeing this. picture <tee-heel. But to give th4:'11 [l f~ir 
shake I'll admit the) . 'er sweet. Just ·give them' a chance «(l'rtW(l .• (lr 
three). So remember all you freshman girls as you trot down the Fpion 
steps; its not the smiles that count. its what's t·e'1ind them that Y(lll 118"(' 
to wastch ou t for . 
LOOK! 
1) There are checks avaliable at 
Mr. Lehman's. office for the 
following people: 
ria vid Reilly 
Mary Olson 
J ack Coa~ley 
Peter Pishuco 
John Stofield 
2) Anyone interested in riding to 
the football game in New 
Haven,Conn. Pleas~ sign up at the 
,S'rUDENT Union information 
booth on Friday I Sept. 13 by 4: 00 
Sudent Recreation Schedule 
Gym open 6~9 P.M. Mon.- Thurs. 
Pool open 6:30~8:30 P.M. Mon., 
Tues.,& Thurs. 
Additional hours to.OO announced 
later. 
4) Anyone interested in joining 
the Cross Country team should 
get in touch with Mike McCabe or 
Steve Karr. The team meets 
every day at 3:15 in front of th~ 
gym for practice. 
:-----------------------.... -"'~-:~'''''.:--.. 
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We invited a few friends for dinner 
and they helped clean up the Genesee River. 
With the aid of a few thousand pounds of microorga-
nisms, we're helping to solve the water pollution problem in 
Rochester. Maybe the solution can help others. 
What we did was to combine two processes in a way 
that gives us one of the most efficient water-purlfying sys-
tems private industry has ever developed. 
One process is called "activated sludge," developed 
by man to accelerate nature's microorganism adsorption. 
- What this means is that for the majority of wastes man can 
produce, there is an organism waiting somewhere that will 
happily assimilate it. And thrive on it. 
The breakthrough came when Kodak scientists found 
a way to combine the activated sludge process.with a" trickling 
filter process and optimized the combination. 
We tested our system in a pilot plant for five years. 
(At Kodak, we were working on environmental improvement 
long before it made headlines.) And the pilot project worked 
so well, we built a ten-mill ion-dollar plant that can purify 
36-million gallons of water a day. 
Governor Rockefeller called thjs "the biggest volun-
tary project undertaken by private industry in support of 
New York State's pure-water program." 
Why did we do it? Partly because we're in business to 
make a profit-and clean water is vital to our business. But in 
furthering our own needs, we have helped further society's. 
And our business depends on society. 
We hope our efforts to cope with water pollution will 
inspire others to do the same. And, we'd be happy to share 
our water-purifying inforr:nation with them. We all need clean 
water. So we aU have to work together. 
Kodak 
More than a business. 
.,'" 
